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Abstract

A theoretical analysis is presented on the use of semibatch reactors for producing non-linear copolymers through the homogeneous free-

radical polymerization of mono- and divinyl-monomers. The kinetic scheme distinguishes two kinds of pendant double bonds and five kinds

of polymer radicals, as it also takes into account the primary cyclization of terminal divinyl units. In spite of the fairly large number of groups

and reactions, the generating function of vector chain length distribution of polymer species can still be accurately computed by a numerical

implementation of the method of characteristics and thus average molecular weights before and after gelation can be reliably obtained. The

influence of feed policies of the monomers, initiator and transfer agent on gelation, average chain lengths and weight fraction of sol is

discussed, as well as their sensitivity to some kinetic parameters.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Aims of present work

shown to lead to the prediction of sol fraction and its

average molecular weights with current, low-end computer

hardware and public domain software.

There are many issues concerning the modeling of
This work is a sequel of previous publications by the
chemical reactions in these systems, which are briefly

discussed below. The approach here presented is intended

same authors on the modeling of non-linear free-radical

polymerization, checking its applicability in two new
situations:

increasing interest. This is driven by their extensive use in
† semibatch reactor modeling;

† non-negligible cyclization reactions.

In spite of the large number of reactions needed to

describe these chemical systems (even if only a sub-class of

cyclization reactions is taken into account in a rigorous

way), a fairly appealing mathematical treatment will be
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only to make easier the description of reactions and thus

estimation of kinetic parameters, to carry out the extrapol-

ation of batch reactor behavior to semibatch operation.

1.2. Modeling of non-linear free-radical polymerization: a

summary of the state-of-art

In the last two decades, the synthesis of crosslinked

networks with controlled structure has become a subject of
medicine, agriculture and sanitary industries, due to unique

properties of the resulting polymer gels such as their ability

to absorb many times their dry weight of solvent.

Several experimental works can be found in the literature

about batch copolymerization of mono- and divinyl-

monomers of different chemical compositions and polym-

erization conditions [1–6]. Other recent works in this
Semibatch operation and primary cyclization effects in homogeneous

free-radical crosslinking copolymerizations
a,1 b,
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subject [7,8] are examples witnessing the experimental

efforts on studying the formation of crosslinked networks.

Simultaneously with these experimental efforts, numer-

ous computational studies have also been carried out in

order to quantitatively describe free radical crosslinking

copolymerizations: the well-known probabilistic approach

[9], the method of the moments [10–16], Monte Carlo

simulation [17–25] or statistical crosslinking methods [26]

are some examples of techniques used in this context.

‘Numerical fractionation’ [27,28] and real chain-length

domain calculation exploiting Galerkin finite elements

method [29,30] are alternative techniques for dealing with

non-linear free radical polymerizations.

Based upon a general kinetic model for dealing with non-

linear irreversible copolymerizations [31] the authors have

recently made some improvements in modeling non-linear

free radical polymerizations with different chemical

systems and reactors [32–35]. The main advantage of this

method is its ability to deal with non-linear free radical

copolymerizations with the elimination of a set of

approximation conditions with widespread use in the

modeling of this kind of systems. Moreover, the method

can be applied past gel point and is based on a generic

notation allowing the analysis of different systems in an

automated way. In these works, an extensive comparison of

the predictions of present method with the pseudo-kinetic

method, Monte Carlo method, different versions of the

method of the moments and with numerical fractionation,

was carried out.

In this work, the analysis of batch free radical

crosslinking copolymerizations is extended to semibatch

reactors. A general situation where the reagents fed to

reactor are the two monomers, initiator, the solvent and

possibly a chain transfer agent is considered; other operation

conditions are a sub-set of this one. The influence of

different feed policies in the gelation and properties of the

resulting networks is analyzed. As far as the authors know,

this is the first attempt to simulate semibatch reactors past

gel point. The possible description of cyclization reactions

is an additional advantage of the proposed method, but only

a simplified model has been considered in this paper.
2. Chemical groups and kinetic scheme

The kinetic scheme considers the usual reactions in free-

radical polymerizations (initiator decomposition, addition

of primary radicals from initiator or chain transfer agents to

double bonds, propagation of monomers and pendant

double bonds with the different kinds of macroradicals,

terminations by combination and disproportionation and

transfers to solvent and a chain transfer agent). Although

important in allyl polymerizations [36], transfers to

monomer (as well as transfer to initiator) have been

neglected; they could nevertheless be easily added.

Propagation reactions in this system also includes
primary cyclization by intramolecular propagation of a

terminal free-radical with the contiguous double bond,

forming an a-cycle. They are schematically presented in

Fig. 1. Notice this is a somewhat rare situation. We will

nevertheless go through it in detail and try to re-use it for

more general situations.

According to our approach, equations are written for a

generic kinetic scheme, and the first task in its application is

the definition of the chemical groups and chemical reactions

intervening in the polymerization process [31,34]. There is a

total number of 20 chemical groups Aj, 12 of them

belonging to the polymer: five kinds of free-radical sites

(Fig. 1) and two kinds of pendant double bonds (with and

without contiguous free-radical site). The remaining five

groups in polymer are ‘dead’ polymerized fragments, one of

which is the a-cycle. The detailed description of the groups

and reactions is not presented here by conciseness but is

available free of charge from the authors as supplementary

material.

Even neglecting intramolecular propagations leading to

larger cycles (and at the origin of micro-gel) already an

appreciable number of elementary reactions (76) result. To

take into account intramolecular propagation or mutual

termination of free-radicals occurring between reacting

groups belonging to different repeating units (named

secondary cyclization when there are cross-links in the

chain connecting the intervening groups and primary

otherwise), the number of groups and reactions would

increase by some tens after collecting all the new reactions

in such a scheme. It is not known whether the model

equations can still be solved with the same computer

hardware, although it is likely they would still do if only

moments before gel point are sought.

If most cyclization reactions are primary and there is not

a great change of reactivity of pendant double bonds in the

small loops formed, then this model might be used, but the

cyclization rate constant becomes an apparent value

depending on the fraction of divinyl monomer.

It is known that values of initiator efficiency, chain

termination rate coefficients and even propagation rate

coefficients can vary significantly with polymer concen-

tration because of diffusional hindrance. Chain length

dependence of apparent termination rate constant of free

radicals is known to exist and to follow a complex pattern

[37,38]. These variations can be incorporated in the set of

differential equations by expressing rate coefficients as

functions of monomer conversion(s) and average molecular

weight of polymer, yielding good predictions with

copolymerizations with little or no branching [39]. The

phenomenon becomes much harder to model when divinyl

monomers are present, as branching very effectively hinders

bulk diffusion of polymer molecules, thus making necessary

a thorough revision of the above cited approach as far as

termination reaction is concerned. Inadequacy of classical

kinetics without including the effect of average chain length

on termination before establishment of reaction diffusion



Fig. 1. Propagation reactions in vinyl/divinyl monomer free-radical polymerization considered in this work.
regime has been recently proved [40]. Several research

groups (Ref. [41] and works cited therein) have also

observed that a relatively large concentration of trapped

free-radicals remains stable in the absence of oxygen

for several days without being able to propagate or

terminate.

Thermodynamic effects (‘excluded volume effect’) often

lead to the decrease of the reactivity of pendant double

bonds and free-radicals [42,43]. The polymerization media

should be described as multiphasic; otherwise, rate

coefficients will become once again apparent values,

depending on medium composition.

The change of rate coefficients during the polymerization

can be inserted in the differential set of equations of the

present model by expressing these rate coefficients as

functions of conversion or excess Van der Waals volume

fraction or other kind of correlation. Nevertheless, in this

work, we only intend to show the ability of this approach to

predict average molecular weights and sol fraction with non

linear free radical polymerizations in semibatch reactors,

assuming that batch reaction can be successfully modelled.

For this purpose, isothermal reactors and constant rate

coefficients are assumed.
3. Mathematical modeling of semibatch reactors

The main principles of the mathematical model used in

this work have already been presented [31,34] as well as the

particular analysis of free-radical crosslinking copolymer-

ization in batch reactor [32]. In this case, the relevant

equations of the model were explicitly written. A similar

chemical system had been considered, but chain transfer

agent CTA and solvent ‘S’ are now introduced in this case

study. The influence of these new components can be easily

incorporated by following the generic model, and therefore,

we will focus the presentation in the particularities related

with semibatch operation.

The mass balance equation for the moment generating

function of the chain length distribution (CLD) is a first

order partial differential equation, which for a semibatch

reactor can be written as Eq. (1):

vG

vt
ZGRP

C
QFðtÞ

VðtÞ
½GFðtÞKG�KRvG (1)

where GRP
is the generating function of the rate equation of

formation of polymer species by chemical reaction, which is

obviously the right-hand side of the mass balance equation



for the moment generating function in a batch reactor. In

this equation, QF(t) represents the inlet flow-rate and V(t)

the reaction volume, which can be obtained from Eq. (2):

dV

dt
ZRvV CQFðtÞ (2)

where Rv is the volume change ratio due to density changes,

evaporation or precipitation of by-products. In this work,

these effects will be considered negligible and then RvZ0 in

what follows.

GRP
is a function involving the concentration of the

reactive chemical groups (in the present case Aj with jZ
1,.,14), a vector with the Laplace parameters of the

generating function for the active groups that are present in

the polymer (sj with jZ1,.,6) and a correspondent vector

of the partial derivatives of G with respect to log sj: G0
jZ

vG=vlog sj with jZ1,.,6. In a compact form they can be

written as GRP
ZGRP

ðA; s;G0Þ where A is a vector of

dimension 14 and s, G 0 are vectors of dimension 6.

The solution of Eq. (1) is obtained by the method of

characteristics, leading to a system of ordinary differential

equations which must be solved to obtain the moment

generating function of CLD is compactly represented by

Eqs. (3)–(6):

dAj

dt
ZRAj

ðAÞC
QF

V
ðAjF

KAjÞ j Z 1;.; 14 (3)

dG0
j

dt
ZRG0

j
ðA; s;G0ÞC

QF

V
ðG0

jF
KG0

jÞ j Z 1;.; 6 (4)

dsj

dt
Z s0jðA; s;G

0Þ j Z 1;.; 6 (5)

dG

dt
ZRGðA; s;G

0ÞC
QF

V
ðGF KGÞ (6)

In above equations, RAj
ðAÞ; RG0

j
ðA; s;G0Þ; s0jðA; s;G

0Þ and

RG(A,s,G 0) are the expressions for the same polymerization

system in batch reactor. It should be noticed that in spite of

Eq. (5) not being involved with the inlet terms, the solution

for the vector s is not the same as for batch reactor due to the

influence of A and G 0 in s0jðA; s;G
0Þ.

At the start of polymerization, the reactor can be charged

with prescribed amounts of the two monomers (monovinyl

monomer MVM and divinyl monomer DVM) with

concentrations M10
and M20

, initiator I, CTA and solvent

S, and so the initial conditions for Eq. (3) are given by Eqs.

(7)–(12):

A7jtZ0
ZM10

(7)

A8jtZ0
ZM20

(8)

A9jtZ0
Z I0 (9)

A10jtZ0
ZCTA0 (10)
A11jtZ0
Z S0 (11)

AjjtZ0
Z 0 j Z 1.6; 12; 13; 14 (12)

In the beginning of the reaction, there is no polymer in the

reactor and so the initial conditions for Eqs. (4) and (6)

become Eqs. (13) and (14):

G0
jjtZ0

Z 0 j Z 1.6 (13)

GjtZ0 Z 0 (14)

The initial value s0 of the vector of dummy Laplace

variables s has to be computed as a function of its final

value, sf, which is prescribed for a certain time of

polymerization tZtf. The initial conditions for Eq. (5) can

therefore be obtained from Eq. (15):

sjjtZ0
Z sj0

j Z 1.6 (15)

The specification of the reactor feed composition is done in

a similar way. The feed contains the same reagents initially

charged to the reactor, and in the same way as for the initial

conditions, nearly all variables assume a nil value in the feed

with the possible exceptions of those given by Eqs. (16)–

(20) below:

A8F
ZM1F

(16)

A9F
ZM2F

(17)

A10F
Z IF (18)

A11F
ZCTAF (19)

A12F
Z SF (20)

The detailed resolution of the problem of the characteristics

and its numerical implementation have been discussed in

our previous works [32–34]. It has also been advised therein

to avoid writing explicitly the differential equations for the

moments of the CLD, as it is a time-consuming and error-

prone task. It is preferable to use the developed generic

computer program, which performs this procedure auto-

matically. The same option will be used in the present work.

From now on, we focus the presentation in discussing the

influence of the initial charge of the reactor (Eqs. (7)–(11))

and feed policies (Eqs. (16)–(20)) on the dynamics of the

average properties of the polymer network. Different

simulations will be also presented by varying the inlet

flow rate, QF(t) and the influence of the kinetic scheme will

be also analyzed by considering the primary cyclization

reaction.
4. Kinetic parameters used in simulations

It is not our purpose to discuss in depth the complex

problem of kinetic modeling and parameter estimation for



these chemical systems, but a few hints will be given in

order to assess the applicability of this approach. For a real

chemical system, rate data and molecular weights should be

first collected for the homopolymerizations, leading to

independent estimation of propagation and termination rate

parameters. Prediction of initiation efficiency changes

seems to be fairly well described thanks to incorporating

recent knowledge on polymer/solvent diffusion [39].

However, a more fundamental question is whether the

description of termination reactions by a chemical kinetic

rate equation is indeed adequate.

For generality, no particular chemical system has been

selected for this study, but the chosen kinetic parameters

should allow a simulation as far as possible close to the real

behavior of crosslinking copolymerization systems. A basic

set of kinetic parameters will be fixed in the calculations in

order to have a realistic time evolution of the copolymeriza-

tion; they are collected in the Supplementary material.

The reference rate coefficients for monomer initiation,

propagation and termination are the same as in the

homopolymerization of styrene at 60 8C [1]. It is known

that for styrene the main mechanism of termination is by

combination and that for acrylates and methacrylates both

combination and disproportionation should occur. In this

work, it is considered that termination is 50% for each

mechanism. The reference chain transfer agent constant

(CCTA) corresponds to the system styrene/carbon tetra-

bromide and for chain transfer to solvent (CS) the value for

the system styrene/benzene was chosen. The kinetic

constant of initiator decomposition (f and kd) is valid for

AIBN, but no change of f with conversion will be

considered.

With the exception of kinetic parameters for homo-

polymerizations and reactivity ratios for copolymerizations,

most of the information needed for the considered model is

not available. There is not (yet) enough information from

quantitative structure–activity studies to predict the remain-

ing ones.

In the propagation reactions are involved five kind of

macroradicals and four different monomers: two real

monomers MVM and DVM plus two kinds of pendant

double bonds, those with a contiguous free-radical site

FRDVM and those without (PDB). If the cyclization

reaction is neglected, the system can be simplified as the

copolymerization of three monomers (two real monomers

plus lumped pendant double bonds) with three kinds of

macroradicals. In this situation, a parallelism with terpoly-

merization can be identified.

So, besides initiator efficiency, 75 rate coefficients have

to be known, owing to the great variety of free-radicals sites

and double bonds considered in this work. Polymer

composition data in batch reactors have to be quite detailed.

Values of propagation rate constants would have to be

estimated from C13 NMR measured sequence lengths,

using C13-enriched divinyl monomer in order to overcome
low signal strength, no positive evidence of loop formation

having been found with current conditions [44].

ESR spectra can sometimes be used to measure the

concentrations of free-radicals, but this technique is only

successful with certain chemical systems.

The relative values of rate constants of transfer to solvent

or CTA should also be measurable by analyzing the end-

groups by C13-NMR.

Little is known about cross-termination rate constants

(30 of them, as there are five kinds of free-radicals,

terminating either by combination or dismutation): only

PLP studies combined also with C13 NMR to measure the

dyads formed by termination can shed some light about

these parameters. Notice, however, that knowledge of

propagation and transfer is more critical to the kinetic

modeling of these systems, since in principle chain transfer

events should be more frequent than termination when a

CTA is used.

The six rate constants of the addition of primary radicals

(from I, S or CTA) to the two monomers or pendant double

bonds should not have a great influence on the rate of

monomer consumption or molecular weights unless they are

much less than propagation rate constants, which is not

usual. Accordingly, it should be acceptable to consider them

equal to the propagation rate constants of monovinyl

monomer terminated free-radicals.

With the exception of the radical reactivity ratio of the

monovinyl monomer, which can be easily experimentally

determined from polymer composition data, the other

reactivity ratio is much more difficult to obtain through

that technique due to the small amount of divinyl monomer

in the initial reaction mixture. The value of r12Zkp11=kp12Z
0:44 for the system styrene/divinylbenzene will be used as

Ref. [1].

Many rate coefficients will have to be fixed with the help

of qualitative observations which are usually accepted for

this kind of systems.

In the propagation of pendant double bonds with free-

radical sites from monovinyl monomer FRM, a decrease of

reactivity by a factor of 0.1 is supposed to occur relatively to

the homopropagation of MVM with FRM. The reactivity of

pendant double bonds with different kinds of radicals is

supposed to be the same, regardless of the presence of a

contiguous radical site. The propagation of MVM with the

free-radical from divinyl monomer FRDVM is supposed to

decrease by a factor of 10 and a relation r12r21Z0.1 is

assumed in the same way as a non-ideal copolymerization.

A further decrease of the reactivity of PDB and the radical

FRC formed by cyclization with FRDVM by a factor of 0.01

is also considered. An additional decrease by a factor of 0.01

is assumed for the reactions involving the free-radical from

pendant double bonds FRP. The reactivity of the FRC

radicals is supposed to be one half of the correspondent

propagations with FRP. Propagations of the two radicals

sites in the di-radical species DVMDR were assumed to

have same rate constants as FRDVM.



For the initiation reactions, as above stated, it is assumed

that the rate parameters involved are the same as in the

correspondent propagation of the different kinds of double

bonds with FRM. For instance, the rate coefficient for the

initiation of PDB by the primary free-radical PRC formed

from chain transfer agent is assumed to be the same as for

the propagation of PDB with FRM.

For the chain transfer reactions the ratio CCTAZ
kCTAi=kpi1Z2:2 is assumed to be the same for all polymer

free-radicals. This means that the chain transfer rate

coefficient for each free-radical in polymer can be computed

from the value of its rate of propagation with MVM. An

analogous rule was used to set the rate coefficients of

transfer to solvent: CSZksi=kpi1Z2:3!10K6.

In order to take into account the likely dependence of the

rate of termination with the kind of polymer free-radicals

involved, the following simple relation is considered:

ktcij
Z2ktc=ði

2C j2Þ. This implies a decrease in the termin-

ation rate coefficient in the sequence FRM, FRDVM, FRP

and FRC (iZ1, 2, 3, 4). Once again, this is a matter to be

solved by appropriate experimental studies. The rate

coefficients of intermolecular terminations for DVMDR

are considered to be the same as FRDVM. If the rate

coefficients for the homoterminations of the different

radicals were known, the cross-terminations could be

obtained, as usually accepted, through the correspondent

geometric mean or a similar relation. Nevertheless, lack-

ing suitable information in this subject and for simu-

lation purposes, the used termination constants seem

plausible.

For the modeling of primary cyclization, two kinds of

approaches can be found in the literature: cyclization is

either considered to occur at a constant rate [13,45–48] or it

is treated as a bimolecular reaction (with kinetic constant

usually equal to propagation) by distinguishing the local

radicals from the bulk radicals [22,49].

In the present work, a purely kinetic approach is used:

cyclization is considered as an unimolecular process,

and therefore reactions between macro-radicals and con-

tiguous pendant double bonds occur with kinetically

determined rates. Thus, it is not possible to directly use

the kinetic information about cyclization available in the

literature.

A batch copolymerization with yM2
Z0:05 (around 50%

in volume of solvent) was considered for the estimation of

the unimolecular kinetic constant kcyc in order to observe a

fraction of pendant vinyls consumed by primary cyclization

(FCYC) in the experimental range determined by Landin

and Macosko [45]. The value kcycZ2 sK1 was obtained by

considering that the FCYC should be around 0.04 [13,45] at

gel point for a batch operation with yM2
ZM20

=M10
Z0:05.

Notice that the value of FCYC is not constant along the

polymerization.

This estimate of kcyc is strongly affected by the remaining

kinetic parameters, mainly the free-radical and pendant

double bonds relative reactivities. In this context, with
kcycZ1, 2 and 5 sK1 the values FCYCZ0.02, 0.04 and 0.1,

respectively, were obtained. Delays of the gel time

(relatively to the absence of cyclization) of 0.55, 1.15 and

3.20 h, respectively, are predicted in those situations. With

the kinetic parameters and operation conditions (dilution)

fixed in this work, in order to reproduce FCYC values

around 0.3 a value of kcycZ20 sK1 should be used and

several hours (around 19 h) of delay in the gel time is

therefore predicted. So, values of kcyc in the range of 1–5 sK1

seem plausible.

Intramolecular termination of DVMDR is obviously

possible. The magnitude of this rate constant is quite

uncertain. As the concentration of DVMDR is likely to be

very low, it should not visibly affect the course of

polymerization.
5. Batch operation

The batch operation of this system will be used as a basis

for the analysis of the semibatch operation. For this reason,

some simulations concerning free radical cross-linking

copolymerizations in batch were also performed. Without

loss of generality, the physical properties of the reagents

considered in this work are those correspondent to the

system styrene/divinylbenzene/AIBN/carbon tetrabromi-

de/benzene (see the Supplementary material).

A better understanding of the influence of semibatch

operation and primary cyclization in the polymer properties

is obtained by an initial isolation of these two effects.

Therefore, in the next sections are presented simulations for

different feed policies of the reactants without primary

cyclization. These results can be obtained by setting kcycZ0

in the kinetic scheme before presented or by considering a

simplified kinetic scheme where three kind of macroradicals

are present and two real monomers plus a single (lumped)

kind of pendant double bonds are polymerized. The

numerical results obtained with the two approaches are

obviously the same and this fact was used to confirm the

consistency of the model.

The time evolution of number- and weight-average

molecular weights in a batch reactor were obtained for

different initial compositions of the system. The concen-

tration of monovinyl monomer and initiator have been kept

fixed as M10
Z4 mol dmK3 and I0Z0.08 mol dmK3 and the

initial content in divinyl monomer is expressed by the

parameter yM2
ZM20

=M10
. In these conditions, the solvent

concentration is around S0Z5.6 mol dmK3. The influence

of the CTA in gelation of the system can be simulated in a

similar way, and as expected, gelation is delayed by

increasing the content of CTA which is represented by

yCTAZCTA0=M20
. In Fig. 2 is presented the time evolution

of weight average molecular weight in a batch reactor with

yM2
Z0:05.



Fig. 2. Pulse feed of the divinyl monomer in a semibatch reactor and its

influence on the time evolution of the weight average molecular weight.
6. Semibatch operation
Fig. 3. Ramp feed of the divinyl monomer in a semibatch reactor and its

influence on the time evolution of weight average molecular weight.
6.1. Feed policies for the divinyl monomer

In this section, it is analyzed the dynamics of the average

molecular weights and weight fraction of sol in a semibatch

reactor with all of the monovinyl monomer initially charged

in the reactor and considering different ways of feeding the

divinyl monomer. This is an obvious choice for operating

semibatch reactors in cross-linking polymerizations when it

is desired to delay gelation without the presence of CTA.

For the purpose of comparison with batch reactors, it is

defined the variable equivalent batch composition time of

feed which represents the time of addition of the divinyl

monomer necessary to have in the reactor the same number

of moles of each monomer relatively to the correspondent

batch operation. The most obvious way of attaining this goal

is by using a pulse feed of the divinyl monomer as described

by Eq. (21):

QFðtÞZQ0½HðtÞKHðtK tfeedÞ� (21)

where Q0 is a constant inlet flow rate, tfeed is the time of feed

and H(t) is the Heaviside unit step function. For a fixed inlet

concentration of the divinyl monomer and a reference number

of moles of divinyl monomer that must be fed to the reactor,

the time offeed can be calculated for a desired value of the inlet

flow rate (and vice-versa). It can be also assured that the final

reaction volume is the same of the correspondent batch

operation. For instance, starting the semibatch operation with a

reaction volume of V0Z0.8 dm3 and concentrations of

monovinyl monomer and initiator M10
Z5 mol dmK3, I0Z

0.1 mol dmK3 and feeding the reactor with divinyl monomer

at concentration of M2F
Z1 mol dmK3 during tfeedZ1 h

with an inlet flow rate of Q0Z200 ml/h it is obtained

the correspondence with a batch operation starting with

V0Z1 dm3, M10
Z4 mol dmK3; M20

Z0:2 mol dmK3 and

I0Z0.08 mol dmK3. Different pulse feed policies can be
generated by varying the time of feed and consequently the

inlet flow rate in order to have the same reference batch

operation. These principles were used in the simulations

presented in Fig. 2. Four different pulse feeds were

considered with times of addition tfeedZ1 s, and 1, 5 and

10 h with correspondent inlet flow rates of Q0Z7.2!105,

200, 40 and 20 ml/h. The first situation was chosen in order

to simulate an impulse feed to the reactor and, as expected,

it reproduces the batch operation (Fig. 2). In the other cases,

it can be observed that a slow feed of the divinyl monomer

has a strong effect in delaying gelation and in the dynamics

of time change of average molecular weights. So, the

operation in semibatch reactors is an alternative to the use of

a CTA in order to prevent gelation or to the control the

properties of networks produced.

The comparison with batch operation was also performed

considering a ramp feed policy of the divinyl monomer,

namely an ascending ramp, as described by Eq. (22):

QFðtÞZat½HðtÞKHðtK tfeedÞ� (22)

Or a descending ramp (Eq. (23)):

QFðtÞZaðtfeed K tÞ½HðtÞKHðtK tfeedÞ� (23)

The parameter a is calculated in order to attain a batch

composition equivalence when the ramp feed is stopped at

tZtfeed. For the reference batch system with yM2
Z0:05 and

a divinyl monomer feed concentration of

M2F
Z1 mol dmK3, it must be aZ0.016 dm3 hK2 when

tfeedZ5 h. Once again, the semibatch operation must start

with the reactor charged with monovinyl monomer and

initiator with concentrations M10
Z5 and I0Z0.1 mol dmK3

and a reaction volume of V0Z0.8 dm3. The influence of this

kind of monomer feed policies on the dynamics of change of

the weight average molecular weight and weight fraction of

sol is presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

A cyclic feed of the divinyl monomer was also simulated

by considering a sinusoidal variation of the inlet flow rate

described by Eq. (24):



Fig. 4. The influence of different feed policies of the divinyl monomer on

the time evolution of weight fraction of sol.
QFðtÞZ bjsinðutÞj½HðtÞKHðtK tfeedÞ� (24)

For a frequency uZp rad hK1 and a feed time tfeedZ5 h,

following the principles before presented, it must be bZ
0.02p dm3 hK1.

A second kind of sinusoidal variation was simulated by

considering the feed rate given by Eq. (25):

QFðtÞZ b½1KsinðutÞ�½HðtÞKHðtK tfeedÞ� (25)

With uZp rad hK1 and tfeedZ3 h one must set a value of

bZ ðð0:2pÞ=ð3pK2ÞÞ dm3 hK1. In Fig. 5 are presented the

simulation results for these cyclic feed policies and it is

clearly seen their influence on the time evolution of the

average properties of the network. The analysis of this non-

conventional feed policies is important to verify the ability

of the simulation method to deal with it.

The number of possibilities for different feed strategies is

obviously very large and a last case study where the divinyl

monomer is also added after gelation was considered. In this

case the inlet flow-rate follows a sequence of rectangular
Fig. 5. The influence of different cyclic feed policies of the divinyl

monomer on the time evolution of weight average molecular weight.
waves, which is represented by Eq. (26):

QFðtÞZQ0

XNK1

kZ0

½HðtK t2kÞKHðtK t2kC1Þ� (26)

where N is the number of waves considered and t2kZtfeedC
2kT is the feed start time for the kC1 wave. In this case, tfeed

represents the feed start time of the first wave and T is the

period of feed for each wave. For instance, for reproducing

the batch composition used in the other examples, with NZ
4 and TZ2 h, Q0Z25 ml/h must hold.

In Fig. 6 can be observed the strong influence of these

kind of monomer feed policies in the dynamics of the

change of weight average molecular weight.
6.2. Feed policies for the monovinyl monomer

In this case, it is supposed that all amounts of the divinyl

monomer and initiator are initially charged in the reactor.

Some amount of the monovinyl monomer is also present in

the start of the polymerization and the remaining is

gradually fed to the reactor. The simulations were also

performed in order to keep the equivalence with batch

composition. In this way, to follow the batch polymerization

with yM2
Z0:05 and supposing that 25% of the monovinyl

monomer is initially in the reactor, the polymerization must

start with M10
Z2:5 mol dmK3; M20

Z0:5 mol dmK3 and

I0Z0.2 mol dmK3 if the feed concentration of the mono-

vinyl monomer is M1F
Z5 mol dmK3. Starting the semi-

batch operation with a reaction volume of V0Z0.4 dm3 and

feeding the reactor during tfeedZ10 h with an inlet flow rate

of Q0Z60 ml/h it is obtained the correspondence with a

batch operation starting with V0Z1 dm3, M10
Z4 mol dmK3,

M20
Z0:2 mol dmK3 and I0Z0.08 mol dmK3. In this case,

the semibatch operation is characterized by an initial molar

ratioofthe twomonomersequal toyM20
Z0:2.Similar relations

can be established, for instance, in the cases yM20
Z0:1
Fig. 6. The influence of different rectangular wave feed policies of the

divinyl monomer on the time evolution of the weight average molecular

weight.



Fig. 8. Pulse and rectangular wave feed of the monovinyl monomer in a

semibatch reactor and its influence on the time evolution of the weight

average molecular weight for an initial composition described by

yM20
Z0:2.
(50% of the monovinyl monomer initially in the reactor) or

yM20
Z0:067 (75% of the monovinyl monomer initially in

the reactor).

As discussed in Section 6.1, several monomer feed

policies can be obtained by varying the function QF(t). In

Fig. 7 it is represented the dynamics of the weight average

molecular weight for a pulse feed of the monovinyl

monomer with different initial compositions and supposing

that the batch composition equivalence is attained always

with a feed time of 10 h. Only a small variation can be

observed in the time of gelation of the three systems. The

difference relatively to the batch operation is also very

small. Nevertheless, this variation is not regular with the

initial composition/monomer feed rate due to the kinetics of

the polymerization, namely because the divinyl monomer is

faster incorporated in the polymer by propagation with a

free radical from the monovinyl monomer.

The influence of the reactivity ratios becomes very clear

if the monovinyl monomer is not added from the beginning

of the polymerization, as represented in Fig. 8 for a

rectangular wave feed. It should be noticed that, in spite of

the high fraction of the divinyl monomer in the initial

composition ðyM20
Z0:2Þ, gelation is delayed relatively to

the pulse feed policy (and batch operation) due to kinetics of

the polymerization. It is also interesting to notice that in this

case some amount of the reagents is fed to the reactor after

gelation.

The results just presented show that major differences in

the dynamics of time change of average molecular weights

relatively to the batch operation are observed (with this

kinetic scheme) when the feed of the semibatch reactor is

only the divinyl monomer.
6.3. Feed policies for the initiator and chain transfer agent

It can be qualitatively predicted that the addition of the

chain transfer agent to the reactor in some feed policy
Fig. 7. Pulse feed of the monovinyl monomer in a semibatch reactor and its

influence on the time evolution of the weight average molecular weight for

different initial compositions.
different from the batch operation will affect the dynamics

of the average properties of the polymer. Namely, it is

expected to get an earlier gelation comparatively to the

batch operation with the same amount of CTA. To quantify

these aspects, it was simulated the semibatch operation

starting with the whole amounts of the both monomers in the

reactor and feeding the CTA with variable strategies. Again,

in the end of feed an equivalent batch composition can be

attained. For instance, to have an equivalence with the batch

operation with yM2
Z0:05 and yCTAZ0.1, feeding the

reactor with a CTA solution with concentration CTAFZ
0.1 mol dmK3 with a pulse input during 4 h, the rate of feed

must be Q0Z50 ml/h. With a starting reaction volume of

V0Z0.8 dm3 and concentrations M10
Z5 mol dmK3; M20

Z
0:25 mol dmK3 and I0Z0.1 mol dmK3 an equivalence with

the batch composition is obtained in the end of feed.

In a different strategy, the CTA can be continuously fed

to the reactor in a step policy after some time of

polymerization. In this case the batch composition

equivalence is not attained. In Fig. 9 can be found the

quantification of the influence of different feed policies of

the CTA in the dynamics of the average molecular weight of

the polymer. The calculations with the pulse feed were

obtained according to the principles before presented and

the step feed was simulated with a feed rate Q0Z75 ml/h

and an inlet concentration of CTA, CTAFZ0.1 mol dmK3.

In these conditions, and as expected, with the step feed a

delay in gelation is observed and with a pulse feed an earlier

gelation occurs, relatively to the correspondent batch

operation.

Similar simulations were performed in order to analyze

de influence of the initiator feed policies in the dynamics of

the properties of the resulting polymer. The most interesting

situation is the feed of the initiator by a sequence of

rectangular waves, which represents something similar to

PLP but applied to non-linear copolymerizations. In Fig. 10



Fig. 9. Pulse and step feed of the chain transfer agent in a semibatch reactor

and its influence on the time evolution of the weight average molecular

weight for an initial composition described by yM2
Z0:05.

Fig. 11. The influence of primary cyclization on the weight average

molecular weight for a pulse feed of the divinyl monomer in a semibatch

reactor.
are reproduced the results of this case study for NZ5 and

TZ1 h when the semibatch polymerization starts with both

monomers initially charged to the reactor. The concen-

tration of the initiator in the inlet stream was fixed at IFZ
0.4 mol dmK3 and a final batch composition equivalence is

attained relatively to the system with yM2
Z0:05 by using an

inlet flow rate of Q0Z40 ml/h. In this case, an intermediate

decrease in weight average molecular weight is predicted

due to the addition of the initiator. Nevertheless, an earlier

gelation should occur relatively to the correspondent batch

operation.

The influence of primary cyclization was also put into

evidence in semibatch operation. In Fig. 11 is presented the

weight average molecular weight for a pulse feed of the

divinyl monomer in a semibatch reactor for different values

of kcyc. These calculations are based upon the same

principles already presented for semibatch operation in the

absence of cyclization. As expected, as kcyc becomes larger,
Fig. 10. Rectangular wave feed of the initiator in a semibatch reactor and its

influence on the time evolution of the weight average molecular weight for

an initial composition described by yM2
Z0:05.
there is a further delay in gelation and the network

properties are also modified. Analogous simulations have

been carried out for a pulse feed of the monovinyl monomer

in a semibatch reactor (Fig. 12). Comparing Fig. 7 with

Fig. 12, it is concluded that primary cyclization strongly

affects the polymer properties also when the feed policy

consists in the addition of the monovinyl monomer. This can

be explained through the increase of cyclization when the

relative amount of divinyl monomer increases in the

reaction mixture.
7. Conclusions

In this work, it was presented a theoretical study about

free radical crosslinking copolymerizations in semibatch

reactors with the inclusion of primary cyclization. The

major distinctive features of this analysis are:
Fig. 12. The influence of primary cyclization on the weight average

molecular weight for a pulse feed of the monovinyl monomer in a

semibatch reactor.



† The application of a simulation method that avoids a set

of approximating conditions with widespread use in

modeling of non linear free radical polymerizations;

† The extension of the analysis of crosslinking copolymer-

izations in semibatch reactors past gel point;

† The consideration of a detailed kinetic scheme with

distinction of five macroradicals and four monomers

(two real monomers plus two kinds of pendant double

bonds). If cyclization is absent a parallelism with a

terpolymerization can be established;

† The possibility for accounting primary cyclization in a

purely kinetic fashion.

The dynamics of time change of weight fraction of sol

and average molecular weights in semibatch reactors have

been presented for a different set of monomer feed policies.

The use of non-conventional feed strategies testifies the

ability of the simulating method to deal with non-classic

simulation problems.

The results obtained with this kinetic scheme have shown

that different divinyl monomer feed policies have a strong

effect in the properties of the resulting polymers. On the

contrary, only small differences relatively to batch operation

are predicted when the monovinyl monomer is fed to the

reactor if cyclization is absent. The time feed of chain

transfer agent or initiator can also be used to have a better

control on the network structure. These findings can be used

to implement new design ideas in polymer networks

production.

The improved mathematical exactness of the present

method and the possibility to consider detailed complex

schemes should also be useful for obtaining better estimates

of the kinetic parameters involved in this kind of

polymerizations.
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